BRICK CHISELS AND BRICK SETS

These types of chisels and sets are made from a single piece of steel comprising blade, handle and struck face. The chisel has a double bevel; the set, a single bevel to form the cutting edge.

Proper Uses. These chisels and sets are designed for scoring and cutting, adjusting and trimming bricks or blocks. They should be struck with a hand drilling hammer or **sledge-not a bricklayers' hammer** or a nail hammer.

Abuse/Misuse. Never use these tools on metal—they are strictly masonry tools. Never use a chisel or set with dull cutting edge or with chipped, battered or mushroomed struck face.

WRONG

When to Replace. Discard any chisel or set if it is bent or shows dents, cracks, chips, mushrooming or excessive wear. Dull cutting edges may be redressed as instructed in Section V.